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ABSTRACT
The mouse is widely used as system to study human
genetic mechanisms. However, extensive rewiring of
transcriptional regulatory networks often confounds
translation of findings between human and mouse.
Site-specific gain and loss of individual transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) has caused functional divergence of orthologous regulatory loci, and
so we must look beyond this positional conservation
to understand common themes of regulatory control.
Fortunately, transcription factor co-binding patterns
shared across species often perform conserved regulatory functions. These can be compared to ‘regulatory sentences’ that retain the same meanings regardless of sequence and species context. By analyzing TFBS co-occupancy patterns observed in four
human and mouse cell types, we learned a regulatory
grammar: the rules by which TFBS are combined into
meaningful regulatory sentences. Different parts of
this grammar associate with specific sets of functional annotations regardless of sequence conservation and predict functional signatures more accurately than positional conservation. We further show
that both species-specific and conserved portions
of this grammar are involved in gene expression divergence and human disease risk. These findings
expand our understanding of transcriptional regulatory mechanisms, suggesting that phenotypic divergence and disease risk are driven by a complex interplay between deeply conserved and species-specific
transcriptional regulatory pathways.
INTRODUCTION
The mouse is a powerful and flexible model system for
exploring human genetic diseases and regulatory mechanisms. Many studies have used comparisons between the
* To

human and mouse genomes to gain insight into transcriptional regulatory mechanisms and evolution. Most of these
have relied on overlapping functional annotations across
species at orthologous loci, and the term ‘positional conservation’ was recently coined to describe this strategy (1).
Different studies have employed one or more of positional
conservation of phylogenetic sequence conservation, open
chromatin, or histone modifications, to infer regulatory
conservation. However, while most protein coding genes,
developmental and physiological pathways remain highly
conserved between these two species, only ∼40% of their
DNA sequences are directly alignable (2). The majority of
regulatory elements reside in the non-alignable fraction,
with some estimates placing up to 60% of regulatory features within non-orthologous sequence (1,3). Although the
pool of transcription factors (TFs) and their binding specificities have changed little among vertebrates, the majority of occupied TF binding sites (TFBSs) are species specific (4), and even positionally conserved sequences sharing similar epigenetic marks often do not contain the same
set of bound TFs (1,3). At the evolutionary distance between human and mouse, mutational processes frequently
change the combinations and spatial arrangements of TFBSs within regulatory loci even when target gene expression
patterns are conserved (5). The functional consequences of
such changes are unclear, and, notably, they are not always
associated with decreased phylogenetic sequence conservation. Indeed, phylogenetically conserved sequences often
contain nucleotide level changes that quantitatively affecting TF binding. Furthermore, the majority of positionally
conserved loci do not share the same set of bound TFs, and
often drive divergent regulatory outcomes (1). This may explain why many clinical and mechanistic findings in mouse
fail to translate back to human (6–8).
Positional-conservation methods rely on sharing of various annotations at the same genomic locus across species
in order to infer conserved or divergent regulatory function. As a result, the utility of these methods is restricted to
the 40% human and mouse sequences that can be aligned.
This is problematic given that the majority of regulatory el-
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ements reside in non-orthologous sequences. These features
are known to contribute to species-specific functional and
structural properties of the human and mouse genomes (9–
15). Without looking beyond positional conservation, we
cannot understand how these features fit into the broader
regulatory and evolutionary landscapes. While open chromatin and epigenetic modifications can give us clues to their
functions, conserved chromatin signatures do not always
equate to conserved regulatory functions (1,16,17).
An alternative approach is to focus not on the underlying sequence conservation of a given locus, but rather the
combination of co-bound TFs occupying the locus across
species. Indeed, there is considerable interest in combinations of TFBSs often found in combination with each other,
or cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), as drivers of adaptive
evolution (18–21). Studies have shown that gene expression
is mediated by combinations of TFs acting cooperatively
to regulate their target genes (22), that distinct CRMs elicit
specific and reproducible gene expression patterns (23–26),
and that these regulatory outcomes often directly translate
between species (27). CRMs can be thought of as ‘regulatory sentences’ with meanings that are retained across tissues and species. Much like in natural language, the meaning of a regulatory sentence depends primarily on the combination of TFBS ‘words’ it contains, and these words can
be combined in many ways to produce diverse regulatory
instructions. Intuitively, adding, removing or exchanging
TFBSs words may dramatically change the meaning of a
regulatory sentence at a given locus, regardless of its underlying phylogenetic conservation. Furthermore, in much
the same way that many natural language sentences can
share equivalent meanings, it seems likely that many regulatory sentences can encode equivalent instructions. Hence,
there must exist a set of rules that dictates how TFBS words
can be combined into valid regulatory instructions. In natural language, the set of rules describing how words are
combined into meaningful sentences is called a grammar;
these grammars can be learned by observing the sentences
that make up a language (28). We believe that a similar set
of rules––a regulatory grammar, must exist to direct how
TFBS are combined into meaningful regulatory sentences.
We sought to learn this grammar by analyzing the regulatory sentences used in humans and mice.
We analyzed CRMs composed of 27 TFs, in four human and mouse cell types, independent of their sequence,
cellular and species context. Investigating all observed cobinding patterns individually would have been intractable,
and so we first sought to group regulatory sentences with
equivalent meanings into discrete sets, which we call grammatical patterns. We applied a self-organizing map (SOM)
algorithm to partition the regulatory sentences observed
among all CRMs into a set of grammatical patterns. The
SOM algorithm projects these grammatical patterns to a
two-dimensional grid topology, upon which we can map covariates to explore the underlying properties of each grammatical pattern. SOMs have been previously used to describe CRM data in humans (22) and across distantly related species (29) but, as far as we are aware, this is the first
application of an SOM to infer a mammalian regulatory
grammar.

We found that the SOM partitions human and mouse regulatory sentences into both conserved and species-specific
grammatical patterns. In contrast to the widespread divergence observed when positional conservation is used to partition the regulatory space, a majority of grammatical patterns in our study are shared between human and mouse,
with most regulatory loci harboring conserved grammatical patterns. These grammatical patterns carry stable functional signatures and are enriched for functional GWAS
variants relevant to human immune disorders. Importantly,
these observations held true for both orthologous and nonorthologous regulatory loci, underscoring the advantages
of our approach in predicting regulatory function genomewide. Although none of the TFs in our dataset are tissuespecific and the SOM was trained without species and celltype labels, we observed many grammatical patterns specific
to single cell types, tissues and species. We coin the term
‘grammatical class’ to describe the cell specificity of a grammatical pattern, and show that grammatical classes are correlated with matching tissue-specific expression profiles of
nearby genes. Surprisingly, we also found a significant correlation between non-orthologous sequences carrying conserved grammatical patterns and species-specific gene expression, suggesting that recruitment of existing regulatory
pathways to novel target genes is a prevalent mechanism
in regulatory evolution. Applying this regulatory grammar
can facilitate reliable genome-wide prediction of regulatory
function across species, regardless of underlying sequence
conservation, allowing us to determine which genetic pathways have diverged significantly between species and which
remain under similar control. This may highlight which
pathways hold the most promise for translational research
using mouse model systems.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of the dataset
ChIP-seq datasets used in this manuscript are listed in Supplementary Table S1. All were retrieved from the ENCODE
DCC portal (https://www.encodeproject.org/), and follow
ENCODE standards for preprocessing, quality control and
uniform peak calling. Human data map to hg19 and mouse
data to mm9. We collected data for 27 TFs for which data
were available in human K562 and GM12878, and in mouse
MEL and CH12 cell types. All peaks in each species were
merged using BedTools mergeBed (30) to create a base set
of CRMs in each species. These regions were labeled with
TF binding data specific to each cell type and all regions
with at least two TFs bound were retained for further analysis. The SOM analysis was performed using methods defined by us previously. Briefly, we train a 47 × 34 toroidal
SOM with hexagonal neurons with an update radius of onethird map size and alpha of 0.05 for 100 epochs. We repeat
this for 1000 trials to minimize the quantization error. We
performed this analysis with a modified version of the kohonen R package available through our github site here:
https://github.com/Boyle-Lab/kohonen2.
In contrast to our previous methods, we also performed
10 000 random permutations of the SOM, in which we shuffled TF labels within each region while maintaining the
length, cell type and organism associations. We used these
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permutations to generate empirical distributions for cobinding pattern occurrence, which allowed for us to correct
for patterns that occur at low frequency by chance and for
factors with many apparent associations due to their high
frequency in the datasets. We considered a neuron significant if it had an empirical P-value ≤ 0.0001 (i.e. has not appeared in any random permutations). Grammatical pattern
labels were assigned to each significant neuron by enumerating occurrences of each of the 27 TFs in all its constituent
CRMs, retaining all labels present in ≥ 90% of CRMs. Neurons were assigned to grammatical classes based on the empirical P-values observed for each cell. We required an empirical P-value ≤ 0.0001 to include a cell type in a pattern’s
grammatical class and a P-value > 0.95 to exclude a cell
from a pattern’s grammatical class. If any cell types did not
pass either criterion, resulting in an ambiguous grammatical class assignment, the pattern was discarded.

Preparation of background sequences
To serve as a baseline for our statistical tests, we selected
background regions, matched in length, GC content and
distance to the nearest transcription start site (TSS), from
portions of the human and mouse genomes not occupied
by CRMs in our dataset. These were analyzed following
the same procedures as CRMs whenever possible. Briefly,
CRMs were randomly drawn from the human or mouse
dataset, without replacement. The length, GC content and
distance from the midpoint to the nearest TSS were calculated and used to assign the element to one of five distance bins: 0–500, 501–2000, 2001–5000, 5001–10 000 and
>10 000 bp. No significant differences were found within
the same distance bin and sequences of matching length
were randomly drawn until one with GC content ±10% was
found. The coordinates for this sequence were stored, along
with the metadata from its CRM counterpart, and then
masked to prevent the same sequence from being drawn
multiple times. This was repeated until a matched sequence
for each CRM was found, all potential background windows were exhausted or 100 000 background sequences
were produced, whichever came first. Visual inspection of
density plots of length, GC content and TSS distance for
CRMs and matched background sequences revealed good
agreement in all three parameters, and no significant differences were found between any based on individual t-tests
performed in R.

Database and browser preparation
All data and annotations pertaining to the grammatical
patterns and individual CRMs and background sequences,
were loaded into a MySQL database to facilitate further analysis and to serve as the repository for the SOM
browser. Data for various analyses were retrieved directly
in MySQL, through the MySQL PERL API and through
the RMySQL R package. The SOM Browser web application is based on the open source Catalyst framework (http:
//www.catalystframework.org/) and interfaces directly with
the database through Catalyst’s MCV model.

Analysis of orthologous and non-orthologous sequences
In order to investigate the cross-species relationships between human and mouse CRMs, we used bnMapper (17)
to map CRMs and background sequences across genomes
using the settings described in (31). Human-to-mouse
and mouse-to-human liftover chains were obtained from
the UCSC download portal (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.
edu/downloads.html) (32). We call these chains ‘one-tomany’ chains because one-to-one orthology is not enforced
when they are prepared. We also produced reciprocalbest chains, representing the most likely set of oneto-one orthologs between both species, following procedures at (http://genomewiki.ucsc.edu/index.php/HowTo:
Syntenic Net or Reciprocal Best). Reciprocal-best chains
were used to map each CRM definitively to its orthologous
location across species. We used these as our benchmark ‘orthologs’ dataset. We identified a set of strict non-orthologs
by exclusion of all CRMs mappable using the one-to-many
chains from the original dataset. We further excluded any
CRMs that mapped using the one-to-many chains but not
the reciprocal-best chains from further analysis, as these
were ambiguous in their orthology status. Based on these
mappings, loci were assigned to positional classes by observing the set of cell(s) in which a CRM was present in
either species.
Analysis of module gain and loss
Starting with the set of strict non-ortholog CRMs, we
employed a phylogenetic maximum parsimony method
to infer whether non-orthologous elements represented
sequence gains or losses in human or mouse. We first
retrieved the 46-species placental mammal phylogenetic
model from UCSC (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/
goldenpath/hg19/phyloP46way/placentalMammals.mod)
(32), and used tree doctor (33) to prune all branches but
human, mouse, dog, horse and elephant (Supplementary
Figure S3). We obtained liftover chains for human and
mouse to each of the outgroup species from UCSC (32)
and used bnMapper (17) to cross-map human and mouse
sequences between each outgroup, using the same methods
and settings described in the ‘Analysis of orthologous
and non-orthologous sequences’ section. Given these
mappings, the ancestral state at the most recent common
ancestor was inferred by maximum parsimony using a
custom perl script. In ∼12% of cases, the ancestral state
was ambiguous based on the whole phylogeny. Dropping
elephant from the phylogeny allowed us to unambiguously
assign these to gain and loss groups. Database records for
non-orthologous elements were update in the database to
reflect these assignments.
Analysis of intersection with DNaseI hypersensitive sites
DNaseI hypersensitive sites (DHS) were retrieved from the
ENCODE DCC portal in bed format (Supplementary Table S3). All datasets within each cell type were combined,
sorted and merged with bedtools merge prior to calculation of intersections and coverages with bedtools intersect and bedtools coverage (30). Cell-wise coverages for
all CRMs, background sequences and their orthologous
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locations were compiled into a table with a custom perl
script, and loaded into the database. Bulk enrichments over
background were tested in R using the fisher.test function
with default options and P-values were adjusted using the
holm method. Data were loaded into the database and SQL
queries were used to extract intersections of CRMs and
matched background regions with DHS elements for individual grammatical patterns and six aggregate grammatical classes (Supplementary Figure S4), within orthologous,
non-orthologous, gain and loss fractions for both human
and mouse. These were stored in text files and loaded into
R, for subsequent enrichment testing using the fisher.test
function with alternative ‘greater’. Multiple testing correction was performed with the holm method and results are
presented in Supplementary Table S6. Percent intersections
for each subset of the data were visualized using the ggplot2
R package (Figure 3A). Plots were reproduced after excluding the two largest cohesin-related patterns from the dataset
(Supplementary Figure S5A).
Analysis of intersection with active chromatin states (ACS)
ChromHMM annotations were obtained from the ENCODE DCC portal for all four cell types in bigBed
format (Supplementary Table S2). A custom perl script
was used to extract chromatin state intersections for
all CRMs and background sequences and their orthologous locations in human or mouse were extracted
from the bigBed files and load them into the database.
We focused on four chromatin states annotated in the
chromHMM data: promoter (H3K4me3), strong enhancer
(H3K4me1+H3K4me3), weak enhancer (H3K4me1). We
refer to the these as active chromatin states (ACS). Enrichments of ACS were tested across the entire dataset and
in six aggregate grammatical classes (Supplementary Figure S4), relative to matched background sequences as described in the ‘DNaseI Hypersensitivity Analysis’ section.
Results are presented in Supplementary Table S6, and percent intersections were plotted with the ggplot2 R package
for the entire dataset (Figure 3B) and after excluding the
two largest cohesin-related grammatical patterns excluded
(Supplementary Figure S5B).
Analysis of phylogenetic conservation
PhastCons elements (PEs) and base-wise phastCons conservation scores for the human (46-way placental mammals)
and mouse (30-way placental mammals) genomes were retrieved from the UCSC download portal in bed format (34).
Intersections and coverages of CRMs and background sequences by phastCons elements were extracted with bedtools intersect and bedtools coverage (30) and the coverage, average, maximum and minimum scores for each module were extracted using a custom perl script. Bulk enrichment tests and tests within aggregate grammatical patterns
were performed as described in the ‘DNaseI Hypersensitivity Analysis’ section. Count matrices were visualized using the ggplot2 R package for the complete dataset (Figure 3C), and after excluding the two largest cohesin-related
patterns (Supplementary Figure S5C). PhastCons conservation scores plotted in Supplementary Figure S6 were extracted from bigWig files for hg19 phastCons46way, and

mm9 phastCons30way tracks, which were retrieved from
the UCSC download portal (35). Score vectors for 400 bp
windows centered around 1000 randomly selected ChIP-seq
peaks within our dataset were retrieved from the bigWig
files using a custom R script based on the RTrackLayer
package. These were assembled into a matrix, which was
then sorted by descending row sum and plotted using a custom plotting function.
Analysis of correlation between grammatical patterns and
ACS
We quantified the correlation between grammatical patterns and ACS by comparing the ACS annotations for all
pairs of loci within each grammatical pattern (Figure 4A
and Supplementary Figure S7B). Similarly, we quantified
the extent to which positional conservation of ACS could
predict conservation of grammatical patterns across cells
and species by counting the fraction of sequence pairs with
matched ACS at each positionally conserved locus in the
dataset that also match in grammatical pattern (Figure 4B
and Supplementary Figure S7A). In both analyses, the two
largest cohesin-related grammatical patterns were excluded
(Figure 4B and Supplementary Figure S5A). Euler diagrams in Figure 4A-B and Supplementary Figure S7A-B
were generated using the draw.pairwise.venn function from
the VennDiagram R package.
Procedures used to evaluate cell specificity of ACS within
grammatical patterns are described in Supplementary Figure S8A and C. Briefly, grammatical patterns for which at
least 50% of the CRMs, either from all cells (Supplementary Figure S8A) or each individual cell (Supplementary
Figure S8C) were counted toward the ‘total’ column. For
the pooled analysis (Figure 4C and Supplementary Figure S8A), we counted the number of occurrences where the
same chromatin state appeared in ‘in-class’ cells (i.e. those
that belong to a pattern’s grammatical class) and ‘outsideclass’ cells (i.e. those that do not belong to a pattern’s
grammatical class) to fill in the corresponding matrix cells.
For the cell-wise analysis (Supplementary Figure S8C), we
counted the number of times we observed the same chromatin state in each cell type, adding the counts to the corresponding matrix cell. Count matrices were visualized using the geom tile function from the ggplot2 R package with
a fixed shading scale to enable direct comparison of maps.
We repeated these procedures using thresholds of 75, 90 and
100% to evaluate whether the match rates we observed were
robust to our choice of threshold (Supplementary Figure
S10A–C).
Procedures used to evaluate cell-specificity of ACS within
positional classes are illustrated in Supplementary Figure
S6B. For the summary matrix (Figure 4D) each ACS (P, SE,
WE), we looped over all regulatory loci in the dataset that
contained the given ACS. The ‘total’ column contains the
count of total loci carrying each ACS in at least one occupied cell. Three categories of loci were defined: matches, in
which the specificity of ACS matched that expected based
on the positional class; mismatch 1, in which one or more
‘outside class’ cell carries the given ACS; and mismatch 2,
in which one or more ‘in-class’ cells lacks the given ACS.
For the full matrix (Supplementary Figure S9B), we looped
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over all combinations of chromatin state, cell, and positional class, and counted the number of CRMs where the
reference cell carried a given ACS. For each of those loci,
we then counted the number of times the same ACS was
observed in each of the other cells. Count matrices were visualized using geom tile with a fixed shading scale.
Graphical representations of chromatin states observed
within grammatical pattern 821 (Supplementary Figure
S7C) were prepared by extracting chromatin state intersections from the database directly into R, using the RMySQL
package, for all member CRMs. Chromatin state annotations were converted to count vectors, which were normalized to a uniform length and sorted by ascending numerical order. These were assembled into a matrix and the rows
were sorted by descending row sums. The matrix was then
visualized with a custom plotting function. Plots of chromatin states for CG positional class loci in Supplementary
Figure S7D were produced in similar manner, except that
state intersections for all occupied and unoccupied cells in
each of the 10 loci shown were extracted from the database,
followed by within-row sorting and plotting of locus-wise
groups using a custom plotting function.
Analysis of tissue-specific target gene expression
Single-ended RNA-seq data for all four cell types were obtained from the ENCODE portal as raw sequencing reads in
fastq format (Supplementary Table S1). In order to mitigate
the impact of sequencing batch effects, we restricted our
choice of datasets to those produced within the same laboratory using the same protocols and sequencing equipment
whenever possible. We used Kallisto version 0.42.4 (36)
to quantify expression levels directly from the fastq files.
Fasta sequences for all UCSC ‘knownGene’ transcripts
(32), were prepared for hg19 and mm9 genomes using gffread 0.9.5 (https://github.com/gpertea/gffread). These were
used to prepare transcript indexes with ‘kallisto index’.
We then ran ‘kallisto quant -b 100 –single -l 200 -s 80
-t 8’, to calculate raw expression values and bootstrap
data for each replicate individually. The sleuth R package
(http://pachterlab.github.io/sleuth/) was then used to combine replicates and calculate normalized expression values
for each species and cell. R analysis scripts are available
through our github repository (https://github.com/BoyleLab/mouse-human-SOM). UCSC transcript IDs were converted to gene names with a custom perl script based on
data obtained from the UCSC Table Browser (37) and
transcripts per kilobase million (TPM) was calculated for
each gene by totaling the expression over all isoforms.
Gene ortholog relationships were established between human and mouse genes using the modEncode common orthologs list (http://compbio.mit.edu/modencode/orthologs/
modencode.common.orth.txt.gz) (38). These were used to
assemble TPM values into a 6-column table, with gene
symbols for human and mouse in columns 1 and 2, using a placeholder value where no orthologous gene existed, and expression values for each cell in columns 3–6.
This table was read into R and normalized with the normalize.quantiles function from the preprocessCore package.
As an alternative method to normalizing gene expression
levels, we obtained the bam alignment files corresponding to

the same fastq datasets described previously and performed
a detailed process to correct for sequencing batch effects,
as described in (39). Briefly, all individual isoforms from
UCSC knownGenes transcripts were collapsed into gff file
with one record per gene with mergeOverlappingExons.py
(39). Gene-wise GC content was computed using bedtools
nuc (30) and raw fragment counts for each gene were extracted from the bam files with featureCounts (40). Counts
for each cell type were totaled over replicates and assembled
into a 4xN matrix, with expression values for each cell in the
columns and one row for each gene. Counts were read into
R and normalized following the exact process described in
(39), with one modification: we did not filter out the bottom 30% of genes by expression value. This modification
had a very small quantitative effect on observed expression
levels: density plots were visually indistinguishable and, although a paired t-test showed a significant difference (P =
5.99e-15), the average difference of 0.016 is unlikely to be
meaningful. Finally, we converted the normalized counts
to TPM to facilitate direct comparison to the Kallisto expression values, using the weighted average of the all the
transcript-wise effective lengths for each gene, as reported
by Kallisto, as the effective length of the gene.
Differential gene expression analysis was performed with
DESeq (41). Raw counts for all RNA-seq replicates were
first normalized for batch effects following the procedures
described above. DESeq size factors were fixed at 1 to disable internal normalization and differential expression predictions were performed using the nbinomGLMTest procedure using a full model including both species and cell
effects and a reduced model including only species. Predictions with multiple-testing-corrected P-values ≤ 0.05 were
retained as differentially expressed. From these, we selected
gene sets with expression specific to a given species or cell
type based on the predicted partial slope coefficients in the
full model. For example, myeloid specific genes were selected by setting a lower-bound of four on the ‘cellTypeMyeloid’ coefficient and upper, indicating a positive correlation with expression in myeloid cells, and lower bounds of
0.05 and −0.05 on the ‘speciesMm9’ coefficient, indicating
little or no correlation with species. Similarly, a set of stably expressed genes was selected from among all predictions
by setting the upper and lower bounds for both coefficients
at 0.065 and −0.065, yielding a set of 724 stably expressed
genes.
Gene assignments for CRMs were made based on the
nearest TSS, based on the list of genes used by the ChipEnrich R package (42). CRM counts from each grammatical class nearest to genes in each set were extracted
from the databse in R using the RMySQL package. Within
each aggregate grammatical class (Supplementary Figure
S4), we calculated fractions of CRMs nearest to genes
with stable expression (S) and CRMs nearest to inclass genes (D) and calculated a tissue-specificity coefficient, c, as c = log 2(π D/π S), where c > 0 indicates tissuespecific enrichment and c < 0 indicates tissue-specific depletion. We also calculated a corresponding coefficient, c ,
as c = log 2(π D /π S), where (D ) represents the fraction
of CRMs nearest to cross-class genes. We interpret positive
values of these ratios as evidence for enrichment, and negative values as evidence for depletion. We visualized the val-
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ues of c and c as paired bars in Figure 5 using the geom bar
function from ggplot2. Pairwise significance tests were performed on the count matrices using the fisher.test function in R with alternative ‘greater’, for tests of enrichment
among CRMs nearest genes with matching specificity, or
‘less’, for tests of depletion of CRMs nearest genes with mismatched specificity.
Analysis of correlation with disease-associated variants in human
We retrieved a list of human GWAS lead SNPs and associated GWAS Ontology terms (43) from the NHGRI-EBI
GWAS Catalog (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/) in hg38 coordinates. Coordinates were converted to hg19 by matching
RSIDs to dbSNP build 142 (44). A total of 61 records that
had been merged into newer dbSNP records were successfully mapped using the active RSID after initial failure. A
total of 46 SNPs could not be mapped using the RSID; their
coordinates were converted to hg19 frame using liftOver
(45). Four records failed to map due to anomalies in the
RSID field. One, ‘rs1083 2417’, contained a space character, removal of which resolved the issue. Three had letters
appended to RSID: rs4460079b, rs7658266b, rs6917824L.
None of these could be found in the cited references under
the given RSID, nor under any other associated RSIDs in
dbSNP. These were excluded from further analysis.
We next used a custom perl script to merge in all SNPs
in linkage disequilibrium (R2 ≥ 0.8) with GWAS Catalog
lead SNPs based on data from HapMap (46). The unified
list was intersected with CRMs and background sequences
with bedtools intersect (30). Intersections and associated
GWAS Ontology terms were counted using a combination
of command-line utilities and custom perl scripts, counting duplicate terms within a single sequence only once.
GWAS Ontology terms were categorized into 29 groups
(Supplementary Table S5) based on the EBI Experimental
Factor Ontology and primary literature sources, describing
known associations with specific tissues, disease states, biological functions and processes similar to (47). Single-tailed
Fisher’s Exact tests were used to assess bulk enrichment
of GWAS SNPs and for enrichments of 27 functional ontology categories (48) (Supplementary Table S8). Binomial
tests were used to test for enrichment of individual ontology terms with the observed frequency of each term in the
GWAS Catalog used as the expected binomial probability
(Supplementary Table S9). This procedure was repeated for
CRMs in each aggregate grammatical class (Supplementary
Table S10) and across individual grammatical classes (Supplementary Table S11). All P-values were corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini–Hochberg FDR method.
RegulomeDB scores (49) for CRM-associated and
background-associated SNPs were retrieved with a custom
Python script, and read into R. Significance of the trend toward lower scores in CRM-associated SNPs was assessed
by comparing score vectors using the wilcox.test function
with alternative = ‘l’. A table of normalized frequencies of
CRM-associated and background-associated SNPs within
each RegulomeDB score was prepared and visualized as a
stacked bar graph with geom bar from the ggplot2 R package (Figure 6B).

RESULTS
Grammatical patterns reflect known qualitative properties of
transcription factors
We used an SOM to learn significantly occurring co-binding
patterns of TFs for 27 TFs among two pairs of biologically matched cell types from human and mouse: K562 (K)
and MEL (M) myeloid cells, and GM12878 (G) and CH12
(C) lymphoid cells (Figure 1A–C and see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section) (22). ChIP-seq peak data for each of the
factors in all four cell types were obtained from the ENCODE portal (3). These were aggregated into CRMs based
on mutual overlap of peaks and encoded as binary occupancy vectors, which were assigned to nodes in a 47 × 34
map grid by the SOM algorithm (Figure 1C and see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). We wanted to focus only on the
regulatory effects of different TF combinations, and so we
ignored factors such as spacing, order and orientation of
individual TFBSs. Each of these nodes represents a set of
regulatory loci, all of which share a similar TF co-binding
profile. We call these co-binding profiles ‘grammatical patterns.’ All grammatical patterns occurring at a frequency
exceeding that observed in the actual dataset in any of 10
000 random permutations were excluded from further analysis. We grouped grammatical patterns into sets, which we
call ‘grammatical classes,’ based on their observed cell specificities (Figures 1D and 2A). All patterns that could not be
unambiguously assigned to a grammatical class (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) were discarded, leaving 780 distinct grammatical patterns (Figure 1C). This filtration process had minimal effects on the length distribution of the
grammatical patterns and did not qualitatively affect their
partitioning into grammatical classes (Supplementary Figure S1).
The grammatical patterns we observed reflected many
known associations between TFs (22,29,31), and generally
reflect previously reported spatial biases for their member
TFs (31), with most patterns showing a preference for either
promoters or enhancers. Overall, 76% of grammatical patterns showed stable spatial preferences between human and
mouse, and of the remaining 164 patterns, 159 contained
ETS1, which is known to be promoter-biased in humans
but enhancer-biased in mouse (31). Given the consistency of
our dataset with previously reported qualitative properties
of the constituent TFs, we wondered how well our data captured the evolutionary properties of these elements. Specifically, we wanted to see if grammatical patterns presented
a more-conserved picture of regulatory conservation than
positional conservation.
Grammatical patterns are more evolutionarily stable than positionally conserved regulatory loci
Recent studies have shown positive correlations between
positionally conserved TF occupancy and functional outcomes, including tissue-specific enhancer activity (31) and
tissue-specific expression of nearby genes (31,47). However, while these studies and others (50,51) suggest a positive correlation between deeply shared orthologous TF
binding and conserved regulatory outcomes, they focus on
tissue-specific TFs and their findings may not generalize to
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Figure 1. The SOM, grammatical classes and positional classes. (A) ChIP-seq datasets from human and mouse myeloid (K562 and MEL) and lymphoid
(GM12878 and CH12) immune cells were obtained from the ENCODE DCC portal. (B) Overlapping ChIP-seq peaks were assembled into CRMs, which
can be thought of as individual regulatory sentences. Seven actual CRMs observed in human and/or mouse are presented, with human and mouse coordinates given in the left-most column, cells of origin in the center column and schematic diagrams showing the arrangement of ChIP-seq peaks for seven
different TFs, each shown as a color-coded ‘hill’ within the diagram. Orthologous loci are grouped together in dark gray boxes. (C) All CRMs with two
or more overlapping ChIP-seq peaks were encoded as binary occupancy vectors. These were analyzed with an SOM algorithm in order to cluster CRMs
into sets of similar regulatory sentences, which we believe are likely to share equivalent regulatory meanings. We call these sets of regulatory sentences
grammatical patterns, and each hexagonal cell on the map represents a discrete grammatical pattern, which are depicted as hexagonal cells on the map.
Color-coded pie charts within each hexagon represent the cell specificity of each grammatical pattern, or its grammatical class. (D) Positional class assignments describing the set of cells in which we observed positional conservation of TF occupancy (for any TF) at each locus. Positional conservation is defined
as overlapping presence of functional annotations at orthologous loci across cells and/or species. Note that positional classes are defined at the locus level,
and so every CRM at a given locus belongs to the same positional class. (E) Grammatical pattern assignments for each CRM in (B). Grammatical patterns
can be represented as the string of TFs that make up its core regulatory sentence. Note that individual CRMs at a given locus often carry different grammatical patterns. (F) Grammatical class assignments for each CRM in (B). Grammatical classes describe the cell specificity of each grammatical pattern
(also see panel D). Note that grammatical classes are a property of the grammatical pattern to which they are assigned, and so individual CRMs at a given
locus need not belong to the same grammatical class.

broader tissue sets. By contrast, there is substantial evidence
for extensive tissue-specific repurposing (i.e. alterations in
tissue-specific activity patterns between human and mouse)
of positionally conserved regulatory elements, with up to
69% of DHS shared between human and mouse repurposed
across species (1). It seems likely that this repurposing results from changes in TF occupancy at positionally conserved loci between species. Consistent with this possibility, several studies have shown that a minority of CRMs
and DHS shared between human and mouse share the same
sets of TFs (1,5,17,50–52). One of these showed that these
changes in TF occupancy are indeed correlated with divergent expression of liver-specific genes (1). We speculate
that the site-specific gain and loss (turnover) of liver-specific
TFBS observed at these loci directly altered the meaning
of their attendant regulatory sentences in human and/or
mouse. In other words, TFBS turnover caused a switch from
one grammatical pattern to another, leading to divergent

regulatory outcomes. We wondered if we would see evidence
for grammatical pattern turnover (i.e. changes in the grammatical pattern observed at a locus across cells due to differential TF occupancy and/or TFBS turnover) in our dataset.
To evaluate the prevalence of grammatical pattern
turnover in positionally conserved sequences, we quantified
the fraction of our CRMs that could be mapped between
human and mouse and analyzed the extent to which grammatical patterns differed between cell types. Human and
mouse CRMs were mapped across species with bnMapper
(17) and grouped into orthologous and non-orthologous
loci. Consistent with previous studies (1,5,47,51), we found
that only 30–50% of CRMs could be aligned between human and mouse (Figure 2D). Orthologous loci were assigned to ‘positional classes’, representing the set of cells in
which TF binding was observed at each locus (Figure 2B).
These can be compared to grammatical classes, in that they
express the observed cell-specificity of a positionally con-
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Figure 2. Grammatical patterns capture regulatory conservation better than positional conservation. (A and B) Venn diagrams show the segmentation
of regulatory space into 15 possible grammatical and positional classes. The first letter of each cell type was used to construct a class label for each cell
in the diagrams. These labels describe the cell-specificity of the corresponding grammatical patterns and positionally conserved loci. (A) Grammatical
classes represent collections of grammatical patterns that share the same observed cell specificity. Each segment in the Venn diagram is labeled with its
grammatical class, the number of grammatical patterns assigned to the class (first number), and the total number of CRMs contributing to those patterns
(number in parentheses). Overall, the SOM partitions the dataset into 780 grammatical patterns, 593 of which are used in both species and 187 that are
species-specific (103 mouse and 84 human). (B) Positional classes describe regulatory conservation in terms of shared sequence occupancy, or positional
conservation. Regulatory loci were assigned to positional classes based on the cell(s) in which we observed TF occupancy, regardless of the specific TFs
present. Each segment in the Venn diagram is labeled with its positional class, the total number of loci within the class (first number), and the total number
of CRMs assigned to the class (number in parentheses). In all, 209 768 CRMs were observed at 128 380 distinct loci, 54 491 of which are positionally
conserved. (C and D) Pie charts show the fraction of CRMs in each cell type assigned to seven aggregate grammatical classes (C) or positional classes
(D). The regulatory landscape appears highly conserved when defined as a set of grammatical patterns, with the bulk of CRMs in all cell types falling into
grammatical patterns shared between human and mouse (C). By contrast, the vast majority of regulatory loci are not positionally conserved across human
and mouse (D)––i.e. the orthologous locus in the other species is not bound by any TFs.

served locus. At each positionally conserved locus, we calculated the fraction of cases in which grammatical patterns
matched across the represented cell types, finding that 74%
housed different grammatical patterns in at least one cell
type (Supplementary Figure S2). Interestingly, the fraction
of mismatches was positively correlated with the number of
cells sharing occupancy at each locus, and exceeded 90% in
the deeply conserved MCKG positional class. These findings corroborate previous observations of extensive TFBS

turnover between orthologous regulatory loci at all evolutionary distances (5,50,51,53–55), demonstrating the limitations inherent to positional conservation in predicting regulatory output. This led us to ask whether grammatical patterns would present a more conserved regulatory picture
between human and mouse compared to positionally conserved loci.
In order to investigate conservation of grammatical patterns themselves, we counted how many loci fell into each
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Figure 3. Grammatical patterns associate stably with genomic annotations associated with regulatory function, regardless of underlying sequence conservation. Regulatory sequences in six aggregate grammatical classes were divided into orthologous, and species-specific loss and
gain fractions, based on sequence mappings between human, mouse and
three outgroup species. Within each subset, we calculated the fraction of
sequences overlapping functional annotations. (A) Overlaps with DHS,
which indicate open chromatin regions characteristic of active regulatory
sequences, were remarkably stable among all data subsets. (B) ACS from
ChromHMM were also relatively stable among all subsets of the data,
although more variable than DHS. (C) Intersections with PhastCons elements, which specifically measure phylogenetic conservation, decrease
in direct correlation with the evolutionary ages of orthologous, loss and
gain sequences, and are poorly correlated with DHS and ACS in nonorthologous sequences.

grammatical class (Figure 2A) and aggregated those counts
into species-specific and tissue-specific classes (Figure 2C).
For comparison, we repeated this procedure for regulatory loci in each positional class (Figure 2B and D). We
found that 89% of regulatory loci carried grammatical patterns shared between human and mouse (Figure 2A and C)
while, in contrast, 82% of positionally conserved loci were
species specific (Figure 2B and D). We next compared grammatical class representation between orthologous and nonorthologous regulatory loci. Importantly, we observed no
significant differences, with 88% of orthologous loci and

92% of non-orthologous loci carrying conserved grammatical patterns. Therefore, although grammatical patterns at
positionally conserved loci change frequently, most of these
turnover events involve switching between conserved grammatical patterns rather than creation of species-specific regulatory logic. We find that this observation applies equally
to orthologous and non-orthologous regulatory loci. This
suggests that regulatory grammar is deeply conserved, leading to broad sharing of grammatical patterns between human and mouse. We conclude that grammatical patterns are
more informative than positional conservation in predicting
the regulatory output of a locus, especially when phylogenetic methods cannot be applied.

Grammatical patterns have stable functional signatures
across orthologous and species-specific loci despite differential sequence conservation
Given how strongly conserved grammatical patterns are
between human and mouse, we wondered if they would
also associate with conserved functional signatures across
species and evolutionary contexts. Toward this end, we
assigned non-orthologous loci as human or mouse gains
and losses, and compared their functional annotation content with orthologous elements. The functional annotations we used were DHS, ACS from ChromHMM (56) and
PhastCons elements (PE) (57). We first mapped each nonorthologous element to three outgroup species (dog, horse
and elephant) and applied a phylogenetic maximum parsimony algorithm to determine the most likely branch along
which a sequence was gained or lost (Supplementary Figure
S3). We then measured overlaps with DHS, ACS and PE
across six aggregate grammatical classes: human-specific,
mouse-specific, lineage-specific, two-cell-mixed, three-cell
and MCKG (Supplementary Figure S4).
DHS, which are commonly used to indicate noncoding
regulatory function (58), had remarkably consistent intersections between orthologs, gains and losses (Figure 3A and
Supplementary Table S3). All aggregate classes were enriched for DHS relative to matched background sequences
(all P-values < 2.1e-24, Supplementary Table S3) and, in
total, 88% of regulatory loci overlapped a DHS. Similarly,
the percentage of CRMs labeled with ACS remained relatively stable between orthologous, gain and loss fractions
in all aggregate classes (Figure 3B), although the effect
was not as uniform as with DHS. Orthologs, gains, and
losses were significantly enriched for ACS in all aggregate
classes except one when compared to matched background
sequences (all P-values < 2.6e-3, Supplementary Table S4).
Similar to previous observations (31), ACS in our dataset
were present in 58% of all CRMs. For both DHS and ACS,
we see a decreased intersection in the MCKG class in orthologs, gains and losses. This effect was largely explained
by grammatical patterns composed primarily of the cohesin
subunits, CTCF, RAD21 and SMC3. Removing the two
most prevalent cohesin-related patterns markedly reduces
its magnitude (Supplementary Figure S5, increasing intersection with DHS to 96% and ACS to 79%, but the underlying reasons for this effect are not clear. Regardless, the stability we see in both DHS and ACS across orthologs, gains
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Figure 4. Grammatical patterns predict ACS better than positional conservation of ACS predicts positional conservation of grammatical patterns. We
intersected all CRMs with ACS from ChromHMM. (A) To evaluate the predictive value of positional conservation of ACS for underlying grammatical
patterns, we compared the grammatical patterns present at positionally conserved pairs of loci with matched ACS. The Euler diagram shows the proportion
of such pairs that also have matched grammatical patterns. (B) To assess the degree to which matched grammatical patterns predict matched ACS, we
calculated the fraction of CRM pairs within each grammatical pattern that also matched in ACS. The Euler diagram shows the proportion of sequence
pairs among all grammatical pattern carry matched ACS. (C and D) Heat maps describe the extent to which grammatical classes (C) and positional classes
(D) predict the cell-specificity of underlying ACS. Shading densities reflect the fraction of loci or grammatical patterns that carry a given chromatin state
in the expected cell type(s) based on their assigned positional or grammatical class. (C) All grammatical patterns in which at least 50% of CRMs intersect
a given chromatin state were counted (‘total’ column). The ‘in class’ column describes the number of patterns in each row in which at least 50% of CRMs
from cell types belonging to its grammatical class carry the same mark (see Supplementary Figure S3B). The ‘outside class’ column shows the number of
patterns in each row in which the given chromatin mark is present in cell types not belonging to its grammatical class. (D) For each locus in the dataset,
chromatin states were gathered for all four cell types. We used these to evaluate how well positional class labels agreed with the observed cell specificity
of ACS associations. All loci carrying a given ACS in at least one cell type were counted (‘total’ column). The match column describes the number of
loci where the observed cell specificity of ACS annotations matched what we would expect based on its positional class. The mismatch 1 column gives the
number of loci at which the given state was observed in one or more ‘outside class’ cells. The mismatch 2 column gives the number of loci at which one or
more ‘in-class’ cell types lacks the given ACS.

and losses, is consistent with our hypothesis that grammatical patterns retain conserved functions across all contexts.
In contrast, intersections between regulatory loci and PE,
which reflect phylogenetic conservation, declined steadily
between orthologous, loss and gain fractions (Figure 3C).
Overall, 65% of regulatory loci (58% mouse, 75% human)
contain PE, and CRMs were 3.3 times more likely to contain PE than matched background sequences (P < 6.2e258). Similar to our observations among DHS and ACS,
we saw weaker enrichment in the MCKG class, but excluding the two largest cohesin grammatical patterns only
modestly increased PE intersection, to 68%. Significant enrichments over background were observed in all six aggregate classes among orthologs, gains and losses, except in

three subsets with insufficient data (Supplementary Table
S2). As expected, orthologous sequences contained more
PE than both losses and gains, and sequence conservation
was correlated with the evolutionary age of the regulatory
loci. Species-specific gains showed the least overlap with PE,
while PE intersection in losses occurred at an intermediate
level relative to gains and orthologs (P-values < 2.2e-240).
Notably, evolutionary conservation in many regulatory loci
appears to arise largely from direct TF binding, as shown by
clustering of phastCons scores approaching 1 within 50 bp
of ChIP-seq peak summits (Supplementary Figure S6). As
in Figure 3C, we saw a trend toward declining phastCons
scores progressing from highest in orthologs, to intermediate in losses, and lowest in gains (Supplementary Figure S5).
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These results contrast with the relatively stable associations
we see with DHS and ACS, and we conclude that grammatical patterns are more informative regarding regulatory
function than underlying phylogenetic sequence conservation.
Grammatical patterns predict underlying chromatin states
and are correlated with cell-specific chromatin state conservation patterns
Based on a previous study showing a correlation between
cell-specific sets of histone modifications and corresponding gene expression patterns (16), we wondered if a deeper
relationship exists between ACS and regulatory grammar.
Specifically, we wanted to know if positionally conserved
loci that share the same ACS signature also tend to carry
matched grammatical patterns. To investigate this possibility, we examined all sequence pairs with matched ACS at
each positionally conserved locus to determine the fraction
that share the same grammatical pattern. Surprisingly, the
overwhelming majority of matched-ACS pairs carried different grammatical patterns, with only 1.5% matching (Figure 4A). For comparison, we counted the fraction of sequence pairs within each grammatical pattern for which
underlying ACS match. We observed a 29% match rate –
a ∼19-fold increase over positionally conserved loci with
matched ACS (Figure 4B). This fraction was relatively stable across promoters, strong enhancers, and weak enhancers
(Supplementary Figure S7A and B). These results show that
there is a stronger, potentially causal, link between grammatical patterns and underlying ACS than vice versa. This
is consistent with our hypothesis that these patterns carry
the same meanings regardless of where they are found in
the genome.
We next asked whether the grammatical class a pattern
belongs to corresponds to its functional specificity or simply reflects the cells in which it has been observed so far.
One possible scenario is that cell-specific grammatical patterns will carry the same ACS associations when placed in a
non-native cell type, suggesting functional stability regardless of cellular context. Another is that cell-specific grammatical patterns will associate with different ACS when
placed in a non-native cell type, suggesting that proper function requires proper cellular context. To differentiate between these possibilities, we counted grammatical patterns
in which at least 50% of member sequences were annotated
with promoter, strong enhancer or weak enhancer ACS.
Among these sets, we counted the number of patterns where
at least 50% of sequences from ‘in-class’ cell types (those included in its grammatical class label) carried the matched
ACS, and those in which 50% or more of sequences from
‘outside-class’ cells (those not included in its grammatical class label) carried the matched ACS (Supplementary
Figure S8A). In all, 694 of the 780 grammatical patterns
showed evidence of ACS specificity and, in keeping with
our previous observations, we observed a 99.8% match rate
among ‘in-class’ cells (Figure 4C, second column and Supplementary Figure S9A). Interestingly, only 15–28% of patterns had matched ACS in sequences from ‘outside-class’
cells (Figure 4C, third column), demonstrating that associations between grammatical patterns and underlying ACS
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Figure 5. Gene expression patterns are correlated with cell- and speciesspecific grammatical patterns. To evaluate a potential causal relationship
between CRMs within tissue- and species-specific grammatical classes
and corresponding gene expression patterns, we calculated log-ratios of
the proportion of tissue/species-specific CRMs targeting differentially expressed genes compared to stably expressed genes for each aggregate grammatical class. Light bars represent the log-ratio observed for tissue/speciesspecific CRMs targeting genes with the matching tissue/species-specific expression profile. Dark bars indicate log-ratios observed for tissue/speciesspecific CRMs targeting genes with mismatched tissue/species-specific expression profile. Positive values indicate enrichments while negative values
indicate depletions. Statistical significance of enrichments/depletions was
evaluated using Fisher’s exact test, with significant P-values indicated by an
asterisk. Notably, significant enrichment among matching tissue/speciesspecific genes was seen for all aggregate grammatical classes, along with
corresponding depletions among non-matching genes.

match the cell-specificity of their grammatical classes in a
majority of cases. However, when comparing ACS content
between individual cell types, we rarely observed chromatin
states in ‘outside-class’ cells that were not observed in a subset of ‘in-class’ cells (Supplementary Figure S9A). Therefore, although grammatical classes appear to correlate with
ACS in matching cell-specific patterns, ACS associations in
‘outside-class’ cells still reflect those found in the grammatical pattern at large. As a result, although we do observe differences in ACS profiles among ‘outside-class’ elements, it
is impossible to say without follow up experiments whether
these represent functionally divergent states in their native
cellular context. These results were robust to our choice of
inclusion threshold (Supplementary Figure S10A–C), indicating that our observations were unlikely to be an artifact
of our thresholding procedure. A plot of chromatin state annotations from a representative CG-class grammatical pattern also shows remarkable consistency with our expectations (Supplementary Figure S7C).
We also wondered to what extent observing a given ACS
in one cell type at a positionally conserved locus could predict the ACS in other occupied cell types. For example, if
a locus carries an enhancer mark in one occupied cell type,
how likely is it that all occupied cell types are also marked as
enhancers? We would expect this rate to be high if positional
conservation is a good predictor of stable regulatory func-
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Figure 6. Conserved and species-specific grammatical patterns are enriched for causal SNPs for relevant human GWAS phenotypes. (A) CRM-associated
GWAS SNPs were tested for enrichment of 27 functional ontology categories. Only categories in which at least one individual ontology term was enriched
among CRM-associated SNPs in (C) or (D) are shown. Terms with adjusted P-values ≤ 0.05 (Fisher’s exact tests) are marked with an asterisk. (B)
RegulomeDB scores were retrieved for all GWAS SNPs in CRMs and matched background regions. The fraction of observations contributed by CRMs
and background sequences is plotted for each RegulomeDB score. There is a significant enrichment of lower scores, corresponding to greater functional
evidence, among CRMs (Wilcoxon P-value < 3.0e-20). (C) We tested CRM-associated SNPs for enrichment of individual GWAS ontology terms using
individual binomial tests. Adjusted P-values are shown as shading densities on the heat map, with values ≤0.05 starred. (D) We further broke down the
dataset among six aggregate grammatical classes and tested for enrichment of GWAS ontology terms within each class. Binomial P-values were adjusted
for multiple testing and are presented as a heat map. All terms significant at ≤0.05 are marked with an asterisk.

tion. To investigate this possibility, within each positional
class, we counted the proportion of loci for which all ‘inclass’ cells and no ‘outside-class’ cells, carried a given ACS
annotation (Supplementary Figure S8B). Loci that did not
satisfy both criteria were classified as ‘mismatch 1’ loci, at
which a given ACS was found in ‘outside-class’ cells, and
‘mismatch 2’ loci, at which one or more ‘in-class’ cells lacked
the ACS. Notably, ‘match’ rates at positionally conserved
loci (Figure 4D and Supplementary Figure S9B) were consistent with previous observations (3), and much lower than
those we saw for grammatical patterns. These observations

were robust to the choice of inclusion thresholds (Supplementary Figure S10D and E). Most interestingly, we found
that up to 42% of positionally conserved loci harbored mismatched ACS in at least one occupied cell type. These differences in ACS may correspond to functional repurposing
across species and/or cell types, possibly caused by underlying grammatical pattern changes.
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Tissue and species specificity of CRMs and grammatical
classes correlate with gene expression patterns
We wanted to determine if there was an association between grammatical classes and cell-specific gene expression patterns. Under this hypothesis, we would expect to
see a positive correlation between presence of tissue and
species-specific CRMs and matching tissue and speciesspecific expression profiles in nearby genes. To test this theory, we looked for enrichments of tissue and species-specific
grammatical patterns among CRMs nearest to matching
tissue/species-specific genes (in-class genes), and depletion of the same patterns among CRMs near genes with
non-matching tissue/species-specific expression (cross-class
genes), relative to stably expressed genes.
We generated lists of stably expressed genes, and genes
specific to human, mouse, lymphoid cells and myeloid cells,
using DESeq (41). Within each of the corresponding aggregate grammatical classes, we calculated the fractions of
CRMs nearest to genes with stable expression (S) and
CRMs nearest to in-class genes (D) and calculated a
tissue-specificity coefficient, c, as c = log 2(π D/π S), where
c > 0 indicates tissue-specific enrichment and c < 0 indicates tissue-specific depletion. We also calculated a corresponding coefficient, c , as c = log 2(π D /π S), where (D )
represents the fraction of CRMs nearest to cross-class
genes.
Consistent with our hypothesis, we observed significant
enrichment of tissue and species-specific CRMs near inclass genes in all aggregate grammatical classes (Figure 5,
light purple bars). Likewise, we saw a consistent trend toward depletion of species-specific CRMs near cross-class
genes, which was significant in all but one aggregate grammatical class (Figure 5, dark purple bars). We also observed a modest but significant depletion of tissue-specific
and species-specific CRMs near stably expressed genes (P
= 3.4e-4). Notably, MCKG patterns were neither enriched
nor depleted in CRMs near any category of genes. This is
consistent with our theory that MCKG grammatical patterns serve broad regulatory roles spanning both tissues and
species, while tissue-specific and species-specific grammatical patterns are important in producing corresponding tissue and species-specific gene expression profiles.
Based on the previous observation that mouse regulatory sequences without human orthologs are enriched near
immune-specific genes (3), we wondered if we would see enrichments of species-specific, non-orthologous CRMs near
genes with corresponding species-specific expression. Using our lists of species-specific and stably expressed genes,
we counted species-specific CRMs and CRMs with 1:1
orthologs nearest to species-specific and stably expressed
genes and performed Fisher’s exact tests to identify significant departures. As expected, we found strong enrichments
of species-specific CRMs near genes with expression patterns specific to the same species (Mouse: OR 2.1, p 3.3e38; Human: OR 2.9, p 1.2e-69). Surprisingly, 89% of these
CRMs carry grammatical patterns shared between human
and mouse suggesting that associated expression changes
were caused by recruitment of common regulatory pathways to novel target genes.

Taking these results into account, there are two primary
ways in which regulatory grammar extends our understanding of gene regulation. First, it allows us to identify positionally conserved loci that have diverged sufficiently in
their TF content as to produce a divergent regulatory outcome. Second, it broadens our understanding of how regulatory networks evolve. We observe that species-specific
gene expression patterns correlate with both species-specific
grammatical patterns and non-orthologous CRMs holding
conserved grammatical patterns, and this suggests two parallel processes driving regulatory divergence. When TFBS
turnover at positionally conserved loci causes a switch from
a conserved grammatical pattern to a tissue or speciesspecific pattern, divergent gene expression may result. Likewise, an insertion or deletion event that creates a nonorthologous regulatory locus may create a species-specific
association between a conserved grammatical pattern and
a target gene, leading to divergent gene expression. By applying regulatory grammar, we can to quantify the relative
effects of these processes and gain further insight into how
they relate to phenotypic divergence.
Immune-related GWAS variants are enriched in both conserved and species-specific grammatical patterns
Given the complex interplay between conserved and tissuespecific grammatical patterns we observed in our differential gene expression analysis, we wanted to explore how
conserved and species-specific grammatical patterns contribute to human genetic disease. Previous work has shown
a significant association between tissue-specific GWAS variants and corresponding tissue-specific epigenetic signatures
(16). We wondered if we would see a similar association in
our dataset, with immune-related human GWAS variants
overrepresented among human-specific grammatical patterns, or if enrichments would also appear among conserved
grammatical patterns. We tested this by intersecting human
CRMs with variants from the NHGRI-EBI GWAS Catalog (43) and looking for significant enrichments of GWAS
SNPs associated with sets of previously published ontology
terms (48) across the dataset as a whole and among aggregate grammatical classes.
Consistent with their functions in immune-cell regulation, we found a 1.5-fold enrichment for immune-specific
GWAS SNPs (P < 5.9e-8) in CRMs pooled across all grammatical patterns relative to matched background sequences.
We wanted to know how many of these SNPs were potentially causal, and so we used RegulomeDB, a SNP annotation tool which evaluates noncoding variants for potential
regulatory activity using a heuristic scoring system (49), to
score each variant in CRMs and background datasets. We
observed strong evidence for enrichment of causal SNPs
among CRM-associated variants based on systematically
lower RegulomeDB scores, which are inversely correlated
with the amount of functional evidence overlapping a SNP
(49) (Figure 6B, Wilcoxon P-value < 3.0e-20). To further explore the physiological pathways affected by these SNPs, we
separated the data among 27 categories of ontology terms,
testing for enrichments across each category and for each
individual gwas ontology term (Supplementary Table S5).
Among the 27 categories, we found only two significant
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enrichments: immune system (1.4-fold, P < 2.3e-90) and
cardiovascular (1.2-fold, P < 2.8e-3) (Figure 6A). We also
found enrichments for 33 individual ontology terms (Figure
6C). In all, 12 immune-related terms were enriched, 10 of
which ranked among the top fifteen terms (Supplementary
Table S6). Interestingly, several enriched non-immune terms
relate to disorders with recent evidence for immune involvement, including schizophrenia (59) and Parkinson’s disease (60). Furthermore, cardiovascular, blood-related and
cancer-related GWAS SNPs appearing in our results hint at
emerging relationships between the immune system and the
pathology of cardiovascular disease (reviewed in (61) and
(62)) and cancer (63).
We next asked if conserved and human-specific grammatical patterns contribute equally to human disease risk. After
further dividing the GWAS associations into the same six
aggregate grammatical classes we used in conservation and
gene expression analyses, we retested for enrichments of all
individual GWAS ontology terms. We found that 16 of the
original 33 terms, plus three more, were enriched in at least
one aggregate grammatical pattern (Figure 6D and Supplementary Table S6). In addition, four more terms were enriched in single grammatical classes (Supplementary Table
S6). All novel terms related to the same ontology categories
observed in the pooled data. Surprisingly, we found that
78% of the GWAS enrichments affected conserved grammatical patterns (i.e. those in MCKG, Three-cell and twocell mixed grammatical classes) (Figure 6D). Five individual terms were enriched in human-specific grammatical patterns; however, only two of these were enriched solely in
human-specific classes.
Encouragingly, we noted substantial overlaps between
our results and those reported in a previous study using
the same cell types (31). This included enrichment of our
top term, ‘Inflamatory Bowel Disease’, among occupancy
conserved TFBSs in GM12878 cells (31). We extend their
observations, and those reported in (16), by noting that
immune-related GWAS SNPs affect both conserved and
human-specific grammatical patterns. This suggests that, as
we saw in our differential expression analysis, genetic disease risk stems from an interplay between conserved and divergent regulatory grammar. Grammatical patterns, therefore, may add context by which GWAS SNPs can be more
effectively functionally classified, allowing deeper insight
into the regulatory conservation of their associated pathways. For instance, pathways in which GWAS SNPs are
concentrated among conserved grammatical patterns may
represent promising targets for translational research. Conversely, a preponderance of GWAS SNPs in human-specific
grammatical patterns may warrant caution in using the
mouse as a model system for a given pathway. This may
partially explain, for example, mixed results seen in clinical
trials of investigational lupus treatments following success
in mouse model systems (64).
Human–mouse SOM data browser
To facilitate data analysis and visualization, the SOM data
are presented in a public browser with extensive search and
visualization capabilities (https://boylelab.med.umich.edu/
SOMbrowser/). Interactive density maps are supplied for vi-

sual comparison of annotations across all grammatical patterns. Clicking a pattern within these maps reveals patternwise summary data and CRM-level annotations in a tabbed
browsing pane. Links to external resources are provided
throughout to facilitate deeper analysis. Furthermore, the
‘compare maps’ utility gives the ability to compare multiple maps side-by-side, and a flexible search tool allows users
to construct arbitrarily complex queries directly against the
browser database. Search results are presented as an interactive density map showing how search results are divided
among all grammatical patterns, accompanied by a tabular
section containing detailed results. As in the main browser,
clicking a pattern within the results map reveals summary
data related to the selected pattern, along with a link to
the primary browser record. Throughout the browser, integrated help links provide instructions on how to use various
feature and information on data sources and interpretation.
A separate detailed help section is also available with more
detailed information on browser features and analysis procedures.
DISCUSSION
These results build upon previous significant studies in this
area (1,5,17,22,29,31,47,50–52) by expanding our understanding of the relationship between positional conservation and underlying gene regulatory logic. SOMs have been
used previously to study gene regulation, in a study of TFBS
co-binding profiles across multiple human cell types (22),
across distant species (29), and, most recently, to investigate
combinatorial regulatory logic in the mouse liver (65), but
this is, as far as we know, the first application of an SOM to
identify a mammalian regulatory grammar. Our results recapitulate several observations from these studies, supporting the utility of SOMs to illuminate underlying properties
of the regulatory landscape. Namely, the existence of conserved, tissue-specific, and species-specific regulatory compartments, the ability of the SOM to cluster regulatory patterns into sets with stable chromatin signatures, and the association of distinct TF co-binding patterns with expression
(and dysregulation) of tissue-specific genes.
We extend the body of knowledge regarding human and
mouse gene regulation by showing widespread turnover of
grammatical patterns at positionally conserved regulatory
loci, frequently accompanied by differences in associated
chromatin states. In most cases, we saw a stronger correlation between functional markers among different loci with
matched grammatical patterns than between different cell
types at positionally conserved loci. Notably, positionally
conserved loci with matched chromatin states were no more
likely to carry matched grammatical patterns than positionally conserved loci in general. We conclude that positional
conservation alone has limited predictive value for underlying regulatory logic, even when augmented by chromatin
state data. By contrast, grammatical patterns have stable
functional signatures that span both species and tissue, and
these signatures remain relatively constant regardless of the
evolutionary history of an individual regulatory locus. This
gives grammatical patterns a distinct advantage for predicting the function of regulatory sequences genome-wide compared to methods relying on positional conservation, espe-
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cially considering that such methods are uninformative for
roughly 60% of regulatory loci. Regulatory grammar enables reliable functional prediction within non-orthologous
regions, substantially advancing our ability to interrogate
regulatory mechanisms across genomes and species.
We find evidence that divergent gene regulation results
from a complex interplay between changes in grammatical patterns at positionally conserved loci as a result of
TFBS turnover, and physical gain and loss of regulatory
sequences, which carry mostly conserved grammatical patterns. This offers new understanding of the mechanisms
by which gene expression programs evolve. We show a
clear correlation between the tissue and species specificity
of grammatical patterns (i.e. their grammatical class) with
matching tissue and species-specific gene expression patterns. This shows that grammatical patterns capture the
functional conservation of regulatory logic and can predict tissue and species-specific regulatory activities. As such,
tissue-specific grammatical patterns may offer new understanding of the regulatory basis of relevant diseases, especially if CRMs within a given pattern are enriched for related GWAS SNPs. We speculate that, by combining grammatical conservation and GWAS data, it may be possible to
identify disease pathways that are most promising for translational research based on conservation of their associated
regulatory circuitry. Similarly, species-specific grammatical
patterns may represent emergent portions of the regulatory
language with potentially causal roles in evolutionary divergence and speciation. These portions of regulatory grammar may help us understand why mouse models often fail
to translate to the human system.
Our choice of cell types in this study was a direct reflection of data availability from ENCODE at the time of
the analysis, and we acknowledge that all four are cancerderived and/or immortalized. Although this may restrict
how broadly our results can be interpreted, the strong presence of conserved grammatical patterns in all cell types
shows that regulatory mechanisms have remained fairly stable between these cell types. Therefore, despite some apparent regulatory divergence, especially in K562, it is probably
safe to assume that the bulk of our observations will also apply to normal cell types. As sufficient data become available
for various primary and immortalized cell types, we believe
these methods can yield deep insights into how conserved
and divergent grammatical patterns participate in normal
biology and pathological states. In summary, we believe that
grammatical patterns concisely capture the meanings associated with different regulatory sentences, regardless of their
evolutionary history, and that these methods can allows us
to globally predict functional conservation and divergence.
Applying these methods across may differentiate between
genetic pathways that are conserved in their regulation, and
those that have diverged significantly between species. This
may highlight the pathways that hold the most promise for
translational approaches using mouse models.
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